FLORES Komodo TOUR
2020
2N/3D EXPLORE KOMODO NATIONAL PARK
TYPE: PRIVATE TOUR
MIN BOOKING: 2 PEOPLE
MEETING POINT – TIME: LABUAN BAJO AIRPORT (flight arrival before 09.00) or HOTEL (at 08.00)
ENDING POINT – TIME: : LABUAN BAJO AIRPORT (flight departure after 16.30) or HOTEL (around 17.00)
DAY 1
KELOR ISLAND is small island with white sandy beach and here you can do trekking to see the view around the
island, swimming and relax on the beach.
RINCA ISLAND is a rough and tumble little place full of wildlife, poisonous snakes, and of course, the Komodo
dragon. We will do 2 hours afternoon trekking to explore the island and see the wild Komodo Dragons
KOABA ISLAND (Flying Fox), which is also known as Kalong Island (Fruit Bat Island), is a low-lying
circular island measuring 500 metres across and appearing to comprise a core of taller trees surrounded by dense
mangrove. We will stay overnight on board on this island.
DAY 2
PADAR ISLAND, it offers spectacular view from the summit, where you can enjoy breathtaking view of the blue
ocean and white sandy beach below. NOTE : we will visit padar if the weather & sea condition is good n safe for
standard wooden boat) (as we used). if not, we will skip padar island n go straight to pink beach n komodo. in
this case you will do long trekking on komodo (3hrs) and you will spend second time on pink beach for seeing
sunset.
PINK BEACH KOMODO is located in Komodo National Park with pink color of sand, serenity ambiance,
panoramic view and beautiful underwater for snorkeling.
KOMODO ISLAND is particularly notable as the habitat of the Komodo dragon, the largest lizard on Earth. The
island is made up of rusty-red volcanic hills, savannah and forests. We will do 2 hours afternoon trekking to
explore the island and see the wild Komodo Dragons
KALONG KOMODO a bay in Komodo National Park with calm sea. We will stay overnight on board around the
bay.
DAY 3
TAKAT MAKASSAR offers beautiful beach and snorkeling spots. It features white and calm water. The island is
also called the emerged land. Once you arrive at the island, you will be amazed by its beauty.
MANTA POINT Swimming or snorkeling while touching Manta Ray does give a sensation of its own
KANAWA ISLAND, located approximately 15 kilometers from Labuan Bajo at the border of Komodo National
Park, is considered to be one of Southeast Asia’s most idyllic islands, fully surrounded by a spectacular reef with
thousands of fish species, turtles, corals, reef sharks, and mantas. A small hill in the middle of this untouched
island guarantees a spectacular view over the national park and to Labuan Bajo Bay.
PRICE: IDR 4.850.000/person
INCLUDED: AC coach transfer in/out L.Bajo harbor, full board, snorkeling gear, 2N on board (shared cabin FAN)
EXCLUDED: Entrance fee, personal needs

